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RESUMEN
La industria textil británica continúa en el centro del debate sobre la revolución indusna . Las innovaciones técnicas en el período produjeron una aceleración extraordinaria
e crecimiento del output y una considerable reducción de los precios de los tejidos. En
es e trabajo presentamos un estudio de la comunidad de los inventores responsables de la
nstormación tecnológica, lo que nos permite alcanzar una serie de conclusiones nuevas
fe el ritmo y dirección de la actividad innovadora durante la revolución industrial
ABSTRACT
^ ne cotton textile industry remains central to all accounts of the first industrial revon. Innovations in this period precipitated an extraordinary acceleration in the
KTOwth of output and a steep decline in the cost of producing all varieties of cloth. In
paper we outline an explanation through an analysis of the community of invenrespon^ble for the technological transformation, which enables us to offer some
generahzations of the pace and pattem of the inventive activity in this period.
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INTRODUCTION
e cotton textile industry remains central to accounts of the first indus""í-volution. Indeed, interprctations now current confirm the need to rec-
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onsider the sources of technological progress in that sector, more especially of
those «prototype» or «macro inventions» which emerged bctween John Kay's
patent for the flying shuttie in 1733 and Edmund Cartwright's first powerloom patent in 1785. Innovations in this period precipitated an extraordinary
acceleration in the growth of output and a steep decline in the cost of producing all varieties of cloth. This «story», although famiUar, has never been adequately explained by historians, who lack a general theory capable of accounting
for the major breakthroughs in textilc technology that occurred over the eighteenth century '. Paradoxically, the need for such a theory has been rendered
even more important by recent analyses which have sought to marginalize the
role of new technology and which have encouraged attempts to expunge the
whole notion of an «Industrial Revolution» from «sensible histórica! discourse» ^.
Interest in the British experience of industrialization has recently centred
on the research of quantifiers, working within orthodox parameters of macroeconomic analysis. It is unnecessary, in the context of this essay, to give extended consideration to the attempts of cliometricians to mould and calibrate
imperfect data into a growth accounting framework, in order to relate increases in national output to long-term changes in the inputs of land, labour
and capital. Nevertheless, their conclusions are olear '.
Firstly, on all the indicators used to measure the pace and pattern of British economic growth between 1688 and 1851, the first industrial revolution
emerges as a slower and less dramatic discontinuity than was previously
thought. As a result, several historians have been tempted to dismiss it as a
myth or a misnamed episode in European economic and technological history.
If we examine the reconstituted data now available to measure the pace of
economic change in Britain (i.e. growth rates in real per capita income, industrial output per head, and in the productivity of labour employed in manufacturing and agriculture), then the industrial revolution as a widely-diffused national event does not come on stream until well into the nineteenth century,
several decades later than several classic accounts suggested •*, If, however, the
longer view is taken, comparing estimated rates of change for the first half of
the eighteenth century with those for the second quarter of the nineteenth
century, then marked discontinuities, more especially in industrial output, re' D. S. Landes (1969), pp. 80.88; T. S. Ashton (19^8a), pp. 58-93, 216; N. Rosenber^ (19821.
pp. -(-27.
- P. K. (rBncn(1993).
' M. Berg and P. íludson (1992); N. F. R. Crafts and C. K. Hark-y (1992).
•• Ashton (19.t8a); P. A. Dcanc and W. A. Colé (1962).
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main inescapable. Contemporaries needed no convincing that Britain's society
and economy had undergone profound changes which appeared set to continué at an accelcrated rate. Foreign visitors readily concurred; they knew a
successful industrial economy when they saw one and acknowledged the need
for their own countries to «catch up» '. Secondly, the initial phases of the industrial revolution are now seen to have been «extensive» rather than «intensive». A high proportion of the increment to national output before 1825 can
be attributed to the employment of more labour and capital inputs, so that increases in factor productivity are downplayed. Thirdly, it is observed that
where and when productivity improvements occurred, they were located in
only a few sectors. Within industry, the impact of technological breakthroughs
and improvements was confined, before the second quarter of the nineteenth
century, to basic metallurgy and to textiles, above all to cotton. As late as the
1830s, the mechanization of cotton production and its concentration into
steam- powered urban faetones, represented a paradigm for other industries to
emulate ''. The industrial revolution emerges as an example of «unbalanced
growth» '.
Viewed thus, this interpretation of the first industrial revolution presents a
lamiliar narrative, in which textiles in general, and cotton in particular, are
presented as exemplary cases of early mechanization *. Of course, such an interpretation is highly contested, especiaily by historians whose research into
regions, proto-industrialization and transformations in the organization of
traditional work practices and in attitudes to work itself, lead them to argüe
for a more broadly- based sequence of change '. The debate thus provoked is
likely to continué, but for the purposes of this essay the results of cliometric
analyses provide ampie justification for focusing again on textiles and on the
sequence of discoveries from Kay to Cartwright. In many respects, the rapid
and pervasive industrial growth of the late-Hanoverian and Victorian periods
can be seen as an elaboration of technological knowledge brought to maturity
somewhat earlier within a single leading sector. Thus, if historians could offer
a general explanation for the inventions and improvements that transformed
the making of cloth over the century foUowing the patenting of Kay's flying
shuttle, they might be on the way to communicating an understanding of the

^ „• ^- "^'Brien and C. Kevdcr (1978), pp. 18-68.
*; R. Samuel (1977); P. Hudson (1992), pp. 214.
^ N.F. R.Crafts(1985t.
I" P. Mantoux (1964).

" Bcrg and Hudson (1992); J. de Vries (1994).
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prime mover behind the first wave of British and European industrialization '•'.
In this paper, a possible outline for such an explanation is sought through
an analysis of the nature of textilc invention from the Restoration to the midnineteenth century and ot the community of inventors responsible for the
technological transformations which occurred in this period. The findings
generated by research into the backgrounds of some 2,500 individuáis allow
some assessment to be made of cxisting theories of technological change and
enable us to offer some middle-range generalizations of our ovvn concerning
the pace and pattern of inventive activity-

2.

TÍÍEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES ON TECHNICAL CHANGE

Textile innovation comprehended new techniques and processes involved
in the transformation of agricultural raw materials (wool, flax, hemp, silk and
cotton) into finished (bleached, dycd, and printed) cloth. The changes introduced comprised: new products or variations on oíd products sold to consumers; processes designed to raise the quality of output, while holding the overall cost of inputs constant; or techniques which lowered production costs by
reducing the quantities of capital, labour, time, raw materials, energy, etc., per
unit of output. As will be seen later, the relative importance of each of these
categories varied markcdly over time. A comprehensive list of inventions berween 1688 and 1850 would be enormous. Unfortunately, only a fraction of
the total flow of technological improvements introduced in that period is recoverable from the sources. These include: patent specifications; the records of
institutions which sponsored the search for technological advances; as weil as
numerous contemporary and secondary accounts of inventive activity, both
successful and abortive. The surviving data suffice to allow taxonomies to be
imposed, differentiating «product « from «process» innovations and categorizing inventions according to the stage in the production process that was affected. More problematicaily, macro inventions have been distinguished from
improvements which, by adapting protoytpe machines, processes or products,
sought to bring them into efficient day-to-day use. As we study the series of
major inventions and improvements which were to revolutionize all processes
involved in the cloth manufacture, it is apparent that they emerged discontinuously, even haphazardly, over time. At the cióse of this sequence, around the
'" M.Dimenfass(1992).
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middle of the nineteenth century, textile production had been transformed
from a handicraft proto-manufacture, using some machinery and water power,
into a mechanized, steam- powered, factorv'-based urban industry "• In the
context of the millenia over which craftsmen and women had been employed
in making cloth, this period of radical change is so short, ihe transformation
within and across all stages of production so rapid, and the focus of change so
geographically concentrated, that the «British» revolution in textiles has, with
reason, been recognized as a critical episode in the history of technology.
The question remains, whether this process can be explained in a general
and communicable way. Neither narrativa accounts, deaiing with each innovation in turn, ñor overarching theories drawing on economic or sociological
frames of reference would appear to fit the bilí '^. For exampie, objections may
be raised against both dcmand-ied or supply-induced theories of technological
change, where the incentive to invent is seen to tlow from consumer needs
and expenditures or from bottlenecks and shortages experienced by producers. Potentially profitable inventions were always in demand, once the cloth
industries of Western Europe became involved in competitive production for
nome and foreign markets, while growing shortages of labour, raw materials,
and other inputs were neither sufficient ñor necessary to encourage businessmen and merchants to promote the search for innovations '^
what is more, neither demand ñor supply theories can be tested empirically for the period which witnessed the transformation of —British textile
production. It is not clear that demand pressures from consumers for more
novel and/or cheaper forms of cloth were any greater on British producers
tnan on their Dutch and French counterparts. Ñor is it clear that such pressures mtensified prior to the upswing in the pace of technological progress in
ne second half of the eighteenth century. Why, it might legitimately be asked,
the spinning jenny and the water frame appear in the 1760s and not earer, when the level of demand for cheaper yarn was probably just as buoyant?
rthermore, if demand-pull were a decisive influence on the pace and timing
o innovation why was there such a pronounced lag between the appearance
tne major mechanicai breakthroughs in weaving and their subsequent imProvement and diffusion?

^^Jl '• '"l'ster (1991), pp. 1-13, 32-88; C. Singer. E. I. Holmyard. A. R. Hall, and T. I. Williams
<199Ó!' ''''' '''"^'^^•' ^'"Scr, Holmyard, Hall, and Wiíliams (19881, pp. 230-57, 277-327; J. Mokyr
\] R"«;nberg (1982), pp. 4-27; W. E. Bijker, T. P. Hughes, and T. J. Pinch (1987).
f^ O'Brien (1991); Mokyr (1990), pp. 57-112, 151-92, 239-300.
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Demand-led theories of industrial growth and innovation have recently
been revived by historians concerned to trace the rise of material culture and
a consumer societ\' in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Proponents of
the «consumer revolution» hypothesis argüe that, from the Restoration onwards, social, cultural, and political changes worked to alter propensitics to
consume across England, with the result that the home market became altogether more hospitable to merchants and industrialists seeking to persuade
househoids to buy a greater variety and volume of textiles and other goods '"•.
The new cultural history of European materialism is concerned to emphasize
that there was a demand side to economic (and thus to technological) progress
and that demand was driven by more than falling prices and rising incomes.
Economic growth certainly required popuiations not only able but willing and
eager to consume the products of industry. In turn, consumer enthusiasm
depended upon the readiness of househoids to: allow novel material goods
into prívate domains; convert leisure into work to spend on the «superfluitics»
of the moment; sustain levéis of consumption in the face of adverse changes in
their real incomes; emulate the consumption patterns of neighbours and betters; and fashion their identities through conspicuous consumption. Such
propensitics, the argument proceeds, were culturally ordered and changed
slowly through time ".
The problem with the «rise of material culture» thesis is that it appears impossible to isolate changes that can be identified as peculiarly British or to
date any discontinuity in consumer behaviour that would be sufficiently
powerful to sustain the pressure of demand at a level necessary to promote a
continuous stream of innovation. The thesis has its place in the history of the
industrial revolution, but compared with the many supply-side changes which
operated to widen markets for textiles, it is difficult to accord cultural developments, themselves in part economically conditioned, much «autonomous»
weight. The rise of material culture coincidcd with: the integration of the market through investment in transportation and improved networks for the distribution of manufactured goods; changes in imperial and foreign poiicies
which helped to secure markets overseas; the growth in agricultural productivity which limited the proportion of incomc that househoids had to devote to
expenditure on basic foodstuffs; rising rates ot investment in urban construction and industry; and, above all, conscious attempts by cloth producers to cajole consumers into buying more through an entirely traditional process of
'•I C. Mukerji (1983), pp. 166-261; C Campbell (19871; N. McKendrick, j . Brewcr, and J. H.
Plumb (1982); J. Mokyr (1977); A. Y. B. Schachar (198-4); E. Gilboy (1967).
" C. Shammas (1990); B. Lcmirc (1991); J. Brewcr and R. S. Porter (1993).
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product differentiation. Cultural changes may have had an important influence
on demand, but they need to be specified, dated and rclated more clearly to
innovations in produclion "'.
It is no less difficult to link supply-side models to the pace and pattern of
technological change over the cighteenth century. Mercantilist writers of the
period made repeatcd complaints about the high level of English wages and
about the idlencss, insubordination and irrational preference for leisure displaycd by native workers. However, the data required to subject such siatements to cióse empirical analysis and to demónstrate that the search for labour- saving machinery became more powerful as the period progressed are
lacking ''. At the same time that calis were made to utilize under-employed
pauper, female and child labour, putting it to work on officially-sponsored
spinning schemes, concern was being expressed about under-employment and
unemployment among adult males, more especially after population growth accelerated atter mid- century '**.
Further problems may be cited. Firstly, at a national level, the case for increasingly inelastic supplics of labour available for industrial work is less than
compelling, given that the acceleration in population growth occurred both
earlier and taster in England than on the Continent. Secondly, food price increases from mid-century would presumably have compelled the previously
«idle» to work harder in order to maintain their own and their families» consumption levéis '*. Thirdly, labour-market demarcations based upon skill and
gender broke down, enabling «reserve armies» of women, children and those
irom the Hanoverian State's Celtic fringe to move into industrial employment.
í^inally, all the evidence suggests that textile innovations diffused more rapidly
in traditionally low-wage regions (e.g., in Lancashire and Yorkshire before
Wiltshire and East Anglia) ^»,
An important addition to our knowledge of eighteenth-century labour
niarkets could be providcd by rescarch which aimed to reconstruct local matrices of demand and supply for the specialized labour employed in the proQuction of particular fabrics. Just as the final product of the industry, cloth,
differed considerably in nature, so the labour and skills required to manipúlate
its constituent fibres were diverse. What can be said at present is that the imI' T. Griffiths, P. A. Huní, and V. K. OHrien (1992).
An extensivc search oí primary and secondary sources led us to conclude, reluctanily. that
ing dcfinitive can be said about cighteenihccniury textile wage rates.
r. W. Hutchison (1988); T. E. Gregorv (1921), pp. 40-44; A. W. Coats (1958.9); Coats
" ^ ' 6 ) , pp. 108-9.
',' p ^ O'lirien (1985); De Vries (1994).
•" E. H. Hunt and F. W. Botham (1987); E. H. Hunt (1986), p. 952
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petus to innovation carne as much from concerns to upgrade quality and develop contingent skills among local workforces as from the necd to circumvent
any increase in real product wages ^'.
Other inducements mechanisms are equally difficult to document, particularly the ever-popular «challenge and response» model. This explains the sequence and timing of innovations in terms of imbalances, whereby the diffusion of a new technique in ene stage of the production process sets up
pressures for a response both up- and (more especially) downstream, to meet
intensified demands for inputs or more elastic and cheaper supplies of outputs. The most frequently cited example is Kay's shuttle, which is said to have
doubled the productivity of weavers, creating an enhanced demand for yarn
which could only be satisfied by major spinning innovations. In turn, the new
machines of Hargreaves, Arkwright and Crompton produced a surfeit of yarn,
prompting a search for effective power looms, which was only effectively resolved some five decades later by Richard Roberts ^^. Apart from the often
protracted lapses of time between challenge and response, which need to be
explained, there is no evidence in the statistics on recorded invention over the
eighteenth century that innovation clustered around particular production
stages at clearly defined points in time. It should also be noted that Kay's
shuttle, which plays such a pivotal role in the story, cannot be explained either
in terms of an upstream response to developments in the finishing of cloth or
of the inducement provided by enhanced access to cheaper supplies of yarn.
More importantly, Kay's invention was simply too circumscribed in its effects
to be linked convincingly to the wave of spinning innovations and improvements in the third quarter of the eighteenth century ^\
Sources are, however, available which enable us to move beyond the
rather ncgative task of pointing up shortcomings in the theoretical assumptions
underlying textbook accounts of technological change. Published data on patcnts, the records of official and semi-offícial agencies in England, Scotland and
Ireland, which promoted innovations in textile production, along with material
contained in industrial histories provide the material from which the pace and
-' E. Richards (1974); D. Bythell (1969), pp. 42-65; E. Kerridge (1985), pp. 235-«; E, Baine.s
(1803l;J. Anstic(l«03).
" Lindes (1969), pp. 41-88; Mantoux (1964), pp. 208-9, 239; T. Sutcliffc (1843); Edwards
(1967), p. 3; the durable nature of ihe «challenge and response» thesis is indicated by the latest
overview ot technological innovation in the textile industry, which repeals it uncritically, G. Timmins(1996), p. 39.
•' For the limited eftects ol Kay's shuttle on narrow goods, described in Kay's own submission to the Society lor the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and (^onimerce, see A. Paulinyi (1986), p. 154; Sir H. T. Wood (1911-12), pp. 83-4.
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pattern of inventive activity may be assessed, while biographical information
on the collectivity of inventors and improvers active in textiles between the
mid- seventeenth and mid-nineteenth centuries, enables us to reconstruct the
social, religious and educationai milieux which gave rise to technical change.

3.

PATTERNS OF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANCÍE

Using evidence culled primarily from patent statistics, cliometricians and
economists are disposed to aggregate recorded inventions inte an index, purporting to represent annual and cyclical variations in the volume of technological change within particular industries or across national economies. Such an
índex would be of undoubted utility for historians, but, save for entirely
litnited purposes, no reliable indicator can be constructed, since recorded innovations represent an unknown and possibly variable proportion of changes
11 the total flow of invention ^•'. Even those innovations for which we have
some record cannot be aggregated without some system of wcighting to account for variations in their economic and technological significance, otherwise Hargreaves» spinning jenny would be accorded the same importance as
1 éter Vallotton's patent for the manufacture of hosiery pieces adapted for the
^v'ear of persons afflicted with rheumatism, gout, etc., which was taken out in
the same year. Finally, changes in the propensity to patent and in the commercial viability of patented and non-patented inventions could seriously comPromise the comparability of recorded totals over time ^'.
No precise index of technological change can be constructed from simple
^ggregative methods alone. However, information is available within patent
specifications and other descriptions of inventions which can be tabulated to
expose broad changes in the pattern of inventive activity over time. FurtherTiore, the claims advanced by inventors for the benefits anticipated from their
discoveries reveal important variations in the nature of inventive activity -''. If
't remains impossible to identify precise discontinuities, some impression of
long-term changes in the scale of innovation can be captured from the figures.
Takmg patents alone, a series unaffected by institutional initiatives through the

•' Criffiths, Hunt and O'Brien (1992).
^ ' ' For a recent discussion, sce Grilichcs (1990);J. Schmookler (1966); Schmooklcr (1962), pp.
'^•^^•. K. L Sokoloff (1988); R. 1. Sullivan (1989); Sullivan (1990); C. Maclcod (1988), pp. 2-7, 1 H,
1-14-57.
''• Ciriffiths, Hunt and O'Brien (1992).
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period, the total registered betwcen the iate-seventeenth and the mid-nineteenth centuries changcd as follows:
TABLE 1
Numbers o/Patents and Textile Patenls, 1675-1849
PenoJ

1675-99
1700-24
1725-49
1750-74
1775-99
1800-24
1825-49

Tola! Patenls

Tcxtilc Pak-nts

187
109
178
442
1,273
2,697
7,848

34
18
34
15
236
458
1,509

Sources: B. Woodcroft (1854); A. A. Gommc (1932-31; D.R.Iamieson (19691.

Particular turning points, based on changes in annual figures, remain difficult to verify ^^. However, the figures can be advanced to suggest that the volume of innovative activity increased significantly and constituted a critical
component of British economic growth over this period ^'*. Other plausible inferences have bccn derived from the patent statistics. For cxample, the proportion of «professional» patentees, who Dutton defined as those registering two
or more innovations and whose claims to intellectual property rights encompassed more than one industry, increased from 28% in 1751-60 to 50% in
1841-50^".
The same long-term trend towards the professionalization of inventive activity can be detected in textiles, which accounted for by far the largest proportion of patents registered for any one sector in the period to 1850. Therc
was a predictable tendency for inventors increasingly to emanate from the
«new» and rising áreas of cloth production, in the midlands and north of England. Although the addresses of agents representing inventors complicate attempts at geographical reconstruction, the relative decline of London, East
Anglia and southern counties as centres of technological creativity is apparent,
'• For a contrary view, see Sullivan (1989) and (1990). The debate is continued in Sullivan
(1995) and OBrien, Griffiths and Hunt (1995).
^« T.S.Ashton( 1948b).
-"' H. I. Dutton (1984), p. 114.
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more especially after 1800. Shortcomings in the sources díctate that, whilc the
increasing specialization of inventive activity may be inferred, it cannot be
demonstrated statistically. C^ompetitive pressures obliged patentees to insist
that their innovations, rather than being fabric specific, could apply equally
well to the broader range of textile fibres. Nevertheless, the rise of specialist
manufacturers and machine makers meant that the process of innovation became progressively more endogenous to particular sectors of the industry.
From approximately 1800 onwards, technological change in textiles proceeded in a manner altogether more explicable in terms of conventional economic analysis. Innovation became increasingly dominated by improvements to
and elaborations on machines and processes that had emerged in prototype
torm scveral decades earlier. The problem remains: why were so many of those
prototype inventions British both in their conception and in their early development?

4.

PATTERN OF TEXTILE INNOVATION, 1660-1850

Any attempt to addrcss that broad qucstion should be prefaced by the
general observation that economies containing industries which had attained a
certain level of maturity and scale of output were more likely to genérate innovations than those with infant industries alone. By the early eighteenth cenlury, Britain's productive capability included all major variations of cloth, fin'shed and sold in a wide variety of qualities and finishes. A comparative
advantage in the production of woollen cloths was long established. In addition to that, in the half century or so following the Restoration of the mon^••chy, silk weaving and finishing was established in Kent and London, coarse
"nens were manufactured with government assistance in Ireland and Scotland,
while fustian became a Lancastrian speciality. A level of production and technical sophistication had bcen achieved, from which British manufacturers
could emulate most varieties of foreign cloths, absorb new technologies, and
genérate a succession of indigenous innovations '".
In the hundred years from 1660, the technical progress which propelled
the British textile industry on to higher and more variegated levéis of output
consisied overwhelmingiy of product innovations-cloths fabricated from new
"iixes of yarn and finishcd in novel ways to render them more attractive to do"lestic and foreign consumers. This pattern of traditional or «Smithian» growth
'" ^- (i A. C;iay (19841; D. C. Coleman (1977); Kerridge (198^1; E. Baines (18351.
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was both a response to and a factor promoting the widcning of markets at
home and abroad. By such means, British textile production had, by mid-century, attained a level from which fundamental technological brcakthroughs became incrcasingly likely. Product innovation would remain important, but
from 1760 a wave of macro inventions transformed tfie process of cotton production. A period of improvement and diffusion tollowed, approximately from
tfie 1790s, during which the commercial potential of severa! of the prototype
discoveries was realised. This latter phase coincided with a significant shift in
the nature of invention, away from improvements to the final product and towards the achievement of factor savings ". With the exception of some important developments in the bleaching and dyeing processes, virtually the entire body of advanced technology which transformed textile production in the
period from 1760 was initiated by British inventors and improved by British
mechanics to the point at which it could be cxploited commercially by British
businessmen. The task remains to account for the extensive range of prototype
discoveries (power driven machinery, new preparatory and finishing techniques, factory modes of organization, and the continuing proliferation of different types of cloth) which came on stream in such a short period, relative to
the long history of this industry.
In attempting to deal with this central probiem in economic and technological history, it must be emphasized that the critical early breakthroughs in
textile production were concentrated around one fabric, namely cotton. The
tcchniques and processes developed there were thcn adapted and diffused
across the woollen and unen manufactures. If this argument tends to oversimplif^' a complex process of technological interaction across sectors, it does at
least serve to specify the probiem more precisely: why inventive activity centred on the cotton industry and the British cotton industry in particular.
A partial answer to the first point may be found in the tensile properties of
cotton fibres, which rendered them capable of withstanding the strains imposed by both mechanical spinning and powered weaving. The resulting cloth
also proved to be adaptable to the new techniques for bleaching, printing, and
dyeing which were introduced towards the end of the eighteenth ccntury '-.
Economic forces also had a role to play. From the 1760s onwards, greater elasticity in the supply of raw cotton, relative to that of hemp, flax, wool and silk,
enhanced incentives to allocate resources to the search for improved producís
and technologies which utilized cotton fibres ".
" Griffilhs. Huní and O'Hrk-n (1992), pp. 892-3.
" Baines (1835); A. P. Wadsworth and J. de L Mann (1931); Edwards (1967).
" B. Solow (1991). (Ajncern among Lancaslrian fustian manufaclurers ovcr the cscalatinj;
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Britain's Icad in the development of mechanized cotton production also
owed something to political factors. The major Ímpetus behind the growth of a
substantial domestic market for cotton cloth was provided by trade with India.
Between 1660 and 1700, rapidly increasing imports of Indian fabrics, especially in printed form, demonstrated the potential extent of British demand for
«new» calicóes, muslins, and nanqueens. Lobbied by established textile manufacturing interests, Parliament (in contrast to governments on the Continent)
legislatcd first to curtail and then to exelude Asian cottons from the domestic
market. The ban came into operation in 1722. By then, the English taste for
cotton cloth was well established and the potential for mixing cotton yarns
with yarn spun from flax and other fibres was fuUy reaiized. Under a protective regime, a process of import substitution was energetically pursued. Political and economic circumstances, by encouraging experiments with the mixing
ot cotton with other fibres, provided the essential foundation for the emergence of an indigenous cotton manufacture in England severa! decades before
a similar capability developed on the Continent. There, policies were pursued
which proved to be either too restrictive (French) or too laissez-faire (Dutch)
tt) stimulate native enterprise to such profitable ends '-•.
1 olitical economy thus helps to explain how and why an embryo cotton
'ndustry had, by the mid-eighteenth century, developed to a point from which
acceJerated growth driven by radical technological change seemed ever more
probable. However, the timing of individual inventions and their subsequcnt
evelopment to the point of commercial viability continué to defy precise exP'anation.

5-

TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE: THE EVIDENCE
OF PROSOPOGRAPHY
1 an attempt to resolve this problem, wc undertook an investigation into
c process of human capital formation. Information was sought on inventors,
provers and promoters of innovation who were active in textiles during the
•"ce phases of growth identified earlier. Particular attention was paid to their
<^'al status at birth, their education, religión, and scientific background, to esate how far they might be said to have constituted a distinctive inventive
niniunity, identifiably different from the population at large. If such a collec-

X7n T ""P"'''* "f lincn varn from Ircland was evidenl from about midcenturv, lournals XXV, p.
«70.JournalsXXVI.pp;74.6.
K. O'Krien, T. Griffiths, and P. A. Hunc (19911.
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tiviiy could be defined, our belief was that the discussion might then proceed
tü consider how far British society and culture were peculiarly favourable to
the emergence of such a group. With regret, it has to be reponed that the data
available on the majority of inventors proved to be scriously incomplete, precluding any systematic prosopographical analysis. Sufficient information does,
however, exist to enable us to confront many of the more durable hypotheses
on the particular characteristics of the «typical» inventor.
It can, for example, be suggested that the backgrounds of inventors altered
markedly over time, the change coinciding approximately with the shift towards íactor-saving improvements in the third phase of innovation from the
1790s. Textbook accounts are most effective when surveying the forces and
people behind technical change in this period. I'he «developers» and «adapters» of the nineteenth century were, for the most part, employed in the textile
industry and were concerned to overeóme precisely defined technological
problems through modest, incrementa! improvements to established mcchanical devices. The «inventors» and «discoverers» of the eighteenth century, by
contrast, appear to be altogether more Schumpeterian and, in analytical terms,
interesting figures. Their aims, reconstructed from patent specifications and
other contemporary data, tended to be pitched at a level which communicates
a broadly-based, «pre- professional» interest in the potential inherent in new
technologics. Perhaps reflccting this, eighteenth-century inventors emanated in
far larger proportions, relative to their nineteenth-century successors, from occupations and locations at some remove from the industries and districts
which were intended to benefit from their ideas.
What is more, the communiíy of «discoverers» was distributed across the
mainstream class and status categories of eighteenth-century British society. It
comes as no surprise, in this period, to find an Oxbridge-educated Anglican
clergyman, Edmund Cartwright, absorbed by the problems of powered weaving and mechanical wool-combing ' I Examples can be cited to the contrary,
but the «typical» inventor in the classical age of invention should no longer be
depicted as an «artisan», on the fringes of the established social order. Whatever validity that interpretation has relates much more to the later period of
adaptation and improvement '*'.
" M. Strickland (18-4}); P. K. O'Bricn (lorthcoming, 1997).
'" This conclusión derives from a prosopot>raphical analysis of textile inventors
period, 166Ü-1850, available Irom tfic Director of the Institutc of Historical Research,
House, Malet Street, London WClE 7}HJ. Information on the occupalions of patentees
(rom Woodcroft (185-4), dividcd into status categories usinR ihe classitications adopted
Honeyman (1982) and F. Crouzet (1985).
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The evidence also indicates thai the majority of «discoverers» adhered to
the Anglican faith. T h e Dissenters, w h o figure so prominently in Weberianderived accounts which lócate Britain's technological leadership in rehgious
divcrsity, are not represented out of proportion to their small and declining
share of the nation's literate population in the eighteenth century. Where their
ñames appear most frequenlly, as in the midland textile área, it is in regions
with largc concentrations of nonconformists in their urban communities. Furthermore, there appears to have been little of economic utility either in the religious beliefs or in the upbringing and education of eighteenth-century Dissenters *'. Anglican theology placed just as much emphasis on the virtues of
innovation and hard work in business, while the dissenting academies, given
such prominence in the literature, offered mostly conventional, broad-based
curricula, with little weight given to vocational instruction. Few eighteenthcentury innovators received an education that might have fed directly into
their subsequent work on the frontier of tcchnology '**.
At most, a handful of «discoverers» attended university in either England
or bcotland. Some were drawn thereby into networks, both local and internat'onal, for the exchange of scientific Information on the bleaching and dyeing
oí cloth. The connexion between science and formal education on the one
nand and the finishing of cloth on the other is well documented. Indeed,
tnroughout the eighteenth century, innovations in bleaching, dyeing and print•ng owed much to knowledge and expertise brought to Britain from the Near
East, France and Holland «.
At the same time, numerous channels of education and communication,
oth formal and informal, developed across Britain. These, it has been argued,
contributed to the development of a culture favourable to innovation. NewsPíipers, magazines, pamphlets, books, in addition to lectures and exhibitions of
|oys, models and autómata proliferated over polite, urban society, promoting a
roader appreciation of the principies of natural philosophy (science) and tech"o'ogy (mcchanics) -•". Scientific societies, in which debate occasionally but not
"ivariably centred on matters pertaining to industry, emerged in many
'' M. R. Watts (1978), pp 2879 350-3; K. D. lebb (1935), pp. 45, 57. 92-3, 112-32; A. D. Gilb"U1976),pp.H.io8.
G F'"M'' '^''^^^'^•^'^" (1931), pp. 6-15, Ah4: R. S. Mortimcr (1947), pp. 66-70; A. G. Matthews and
l u " * " ""^^^•^'' PP- i^l-ii; A. P. F Sell (1992). For Anglicanism and altitudes to innovation.
" ' ' ! ; 3 : J'"^°^ <1''^<^>; ?• Hamson (I99O).
7, Q bleaching, scc A. E. Musson and E. Robinson (1969), pp. 274-331; S. H. Higgins (1924),
4^7 L ^^" dyeing techniques, H. Wescher (1959); G. Schacfer (1941); Journais XLI, pp. 289,
•*"', o82.

"' P Clark (1986); W. H. C;. Armytage (1965); R. S. Porter (1980).
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towns •*'. In this, as in most things, London was in the vanguard. Yet the tendency of the Royal Society, founded in 1662, to overlook the practical implications of scientific investigation eventually led to the formation of the Society
for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce in 1754. Early in
its career, this metropolitan, gentlemanly body was more active in the promotion of industrial design and the development of technology relevant to the
growth of textile production than the Royal Society or, indeed, any other provincial society, including the Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society,
where discussions of practical import were confined to the bleaching and
dyeing of cioth •'^. The Society of Arts» preoccupation with import substitution, with the design of goods and with jobs for under-employed women and
children complemented the work of the Linen Boards of Ireland and Scotland, founded in 1711 and 1727 respectively. Reflecting government concern
to maintain social and political order across the Celtic fringe, the boards
funded, largely from State revenues, the cultivation of flax, industrial training,
the diffusion of machinery (mostly spinning wheels) and the diffusion of bestpractice techniques in the manufacture and bleaching of linen cloth •".
If all may be said to have contributed to a culture broadly conducive to a
spirit of «discovery», the practical implications of that culture remain difficult
to specify. It is, however, surely suggestive that the emergence of more widespread interest in natural philosophy and mechanics, along with references to
technological fantasies among the upper and middie ranks of British society
coincided with a marked discontinuity in economic development •^•*. Evidence
of cultural change, however impressionistic, impressed contemporaries. Samuel
Johnson, himself associaied with the textile technologists, Lewis Paul and John
Wyatt, remarked that «the age is running after improvement. All the business
of the world is to be done in a new way» •". We may speculate, even if we cannot conclusively demónstrate, that this cultural reordering helped to raise the
propensity of hitherto conservative businessmen to re-evaluate risks and to
search for and experiment with new ideas. The «wave of gadgets» which, to
Ashton's schoolboy, signalled the onset of the Industrial Revolution, emerged
from this «culture» ""'.

•*' Inkster(1985); Inksicr (1973); Inkster (unpublishcd papcr); S. A. Shapin (1972).
••^ D. G, C. Alian (1974); Anón. (1763); T. Thomson (1812); M. Hunter (1981); Hunter (1989);
R. A. Smith (1883), pp. 83-5; A. W. Thackray (1974).
•" C. Gilí (1925); H. D. Gribbon (1977); A. J. Durie (1979); Anón. (1727).
^' C Basalla (1988), pp. 74-7, for technological fantasies; P. G. Bouce (1980).
•" Ashton (1948a), p. 11; Wadsworih and Mann (1931), pp. 420, 430, 445.
* Ashton (1968), p. 48; M. Thompson, R. Ellis, and A. Wildavsky (1990).
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6.

CONCLUSIONS

Most of the prototype inventions which were to transform the manner and
scale of textile production across Britain emerged in the brief span of six or
seven decades encompassing the careers of John Kay and Edmund Cartwright,
the latter of whom withdrew from textile innovation from 1792. The diffusion,
adaptation and improvement of basic technologies from about 1790 can be explained by reference to conventional demand-led and supply-induced models,
dcrived from economic theory. Such models are relevant to the earlier phase
Oí technological breakthroughs, as Europeans were, at most times, interested
'n profiting from potentially exploitablc discoveries. They have, however, littlc
to offer thosc seeking to construct general theories for the emergence of particular techniques, machines or products at specific points in time.
The task for historians remains to explain the dramatic rise in the number
and range of inventions during the period of «discovery». In order to do so,
they need to take the long view. By the mid-eighteenth century, the manufacture of textiles in general and cottons in particular had reached an advanccd
stage of development. That outcome owed much to a political and economic
context comprising ovcrseas trade with Asia, África and the Americas, the substitution of domestically-produced cottons for Indian calicóes on the heme
market, and the politically-sponsored development of lincn production in Ireand and Scotland. The expansión of foreign markets and of raw material imPorts to supply the growing needs of native industries depended on a framework of mercantilist regulations enacted from London. A role might be found
"1 this phase of technological development for a distinctively English culture
poiite consumerism, as the fashion-conscious urban middle class aspired to
purchase more and better cloth for personal attire and furnishings. Yet «supPiy-side forces», which promoted economic integration and which provided
ouseholds with the real income required to increase their purchases of tex' es, still seem to be the more crucial factor behind the growth of home demand.
Whcn it comes to analysing the inventors themselves, historians, if they
wish to avoid the heroic and theological language of Victorian eulogies, may
c obhged to utilize that portmanteau category «culture» and to consider the
'mplications of observations such as that of Josiah Tucker that «a strange,
renzy has infected the whole English nation» •*'. The harmonious integration
ihere were calis in the ninctecnth century for Lancastrian poets to composc an epic of invention or «Arkwrightiad... One appears in F. Espinasse (1849). p. 206-7,
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of science and religión involved in the eightecnth-century culture of discovery
was expressed in verse by that latitudinarian Anglican clergyman and macro
inventor, the Reverend E d m u n d Cartwright •"*:
Since even Newton owns that all he wrought
Was due to industry and patient thought
What shall restrain the impulse that I feel
To forward as I may the public weal
By his example fired to break away
In quest of truth through darkness into day.
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